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An Ongoing Journey of Strength

Shawna’s Story

Shawna Taylor came to Mission Possible expecting to find work, but
she moved on having made more meaningful connections than she
could’ve imagined. 

Early on in the COVID-19 pandemic, with nothing to do, Shawna
heard Mission Possible was still hiring. Having volunteered with us a
number of years ago, she took the plunge and re-joined the
workforce. Shawna shares, “When I first came into MP, my mindset
was just to do the work, not make any friends, just head down, do
what you need to do. My first day there, that was out the window.”

Making an instant connection with her supervisor, she found herself
laughing and having fun. Shawna explains, “You know how
sometimes when you start working you feel like you’re the lowest
person on the totem pole? I never felt that here. I felt like I was an
equal right off the get go.” 

While in the Employment Readiness Program, Shawna worked with
both the Women’s Track and the Co-Ed team. For Shawna, she felt
supported on both programs, but enjoyed having the opportunity to
connect with women on the Women’s Track. She really enjoyed
getting to know each team member better and learning about their
stories as it helped widen her perspective. Shawna describes the 
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enjoyed all aspects of working,
but her favourite part was the
camaraderie between associates
and staff. It gave her a sense of
belonging which motivated her
and gave her momentum to keep
trying. This also made her more
confident in herself. 

Prior to re-entering the workforce,
Shawna struggled to complete
tasks which she attributed to her
lack of self-belief. However, she
stuck to a goal at MP, to get a
position at Atira Women’s
Resource Society, and she
reached it! 

For the past 10 months, Shawna
has been a Front Desk Worker at
a couple of Atira’s properties.
She’s very proud to be where she
is now. Although Shawna is no
longer working with MP, she
knows that she has a family here
that will continue to support her.
She shares, “It’s nice to have a
core group of people that’ll go
‘Hey you got it, go for it! And if it
doesn’t work, come back and
we’ll help you again!’” Having the
support of her coaches and
supervisors helped her take the
leap to apply for Atira, and it paid
off!

Working for Atira was Shawna’s
main goal because she sees it as
a stepping stone to get to her
dream job where she wants to
help support youth who are aging
out of the system. 

Having grown up in a foster care
group home, and within the 

she showed up, time and time
again, she came to appreciate the
support of her peers. 

Knowing that many associates
were going through similar
challenges helped her feel less
alone. It was also helpful to talk to
others about what strategies work
best for them, and learn from each
other. Ultimately, Shawna wants
people to know that they don’t
need to suffer alone. She
passionately shared, “Why keep it
bottled up if my story can heal and
help someone carry on in their
journey? You may see me struggle
but you’ll never see me give up.” 

Shawna appreciates the flexibility
that was provided to her at MP.
When she shared her issues,
supervisors quelled her worries by
meeting her where she was at. It
made her feel comfortable and
safe. 

During her time at MP, Shawna 
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Women’s Track as “a soft landing
for women who might be a little
nervous or a little scared to put
themselves out to work.” She
continues, “It’s a soft place to
land and a good place to launch.”

While Shawna had positive
experiences on both teams, she
faced challenges with her mental
health as she experiences PTSD,
depression, and anxiety. Some
days she wanted to be left alone
and looked for every reason to
not show up to work, but when 



I’ve lived a life where I was told I was nothing, nobody, wasn’t going to
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Downtown Eastside, when Shawna aged out
of the system, she was left to figure things
out on her own. She fell into substance use
and struggled with her mental health.
However, she managed to fight her way out,
and is now 30+ years in recovery. She wants
to be there at this transition period for youth
as she can genuinely relate to this situation
and provide guidance.

Moving forward everyday, Shawna’s
inspirations include her two children who she
lost to their own experience with substance
use disorder and her youngest child who is
currently struggling through it as well. They
motivate her to do all she can to make the
world a safer and better place for youth.

Celebrate the incredible achievements of our past and present
associates while helping us raise crucial funds for our Employment
Readiness Program.

Your contributions at last year's virtual event ensured that we were
able to keep our essential programs running! This year, whether it's
through our online auction, livestream or in-person event, your
support will help us meet growing demands and our goal of raising
$200,000.

Visit our website and follow us on social media for more
information! For partnership opportunities and donations of auction
prizes, contact development@mission-possible.ca.

Mark your calendars! Join us at the 2021 Mission Possible Gala on December 1st

at the Fairmont Waterfront Hotel in Vancouver!

mailto:development@mission-possible.ca


Fund the Opportunities -

Donate at our website

www.mission-possible.ca

Become a MP Maintenance

Customer - Get a free estimate

at www.mpmaintenance.ca 

Hire a MP Graduate - Contact

hire@mission-possible.ca for

more information.
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Having operated in Vancouver for nearly a century, DP World is Western Canada’s premier container
terminal operator and stevedore. They have also been a huge supporter of Mission Possible for over 20
years. As part of an international network, DP World enables global trade and works hard to ensure that
their work is sustainable, community-focused, and responsible.

Driven by a need to contribute back to the community that they operate in, DP World has supported
Mission Possible in numerous ways over the years. Last year, they were a Gold Partner at our 12th Annual
Mission Possible Gala. As one of our longest-standing Gold Partners, DP World’s involvement with the gala
goes beyond financial support. Angela Kirkham, DP World’s Director of Communications & Sustainability,
sits on our gala committee along with Sarah Swanson, Purchasing Manager. Sarah also assists with
gathering prizes for our auction.

At Mission Possible, we’re appreciative of the various ways that DP World and their leadership team have
supported our programs. According to Sarah, what drives DP World to work with our organization year after
year is MP’s approach in supporting individuals through their journey. She shares, “MP provides a vital and
valuable service to the community.” Having worked directly with program participants as a volunteer
facilitator for the Employment Readiness Program, Sarah is grateful to have spent time meeting the people
that MP supports.

In addition to their numerous roles within the gala, DP World has donated several pick-up trucks to our fleet
in the past. Moreover, their CEO and General Manager, Maksim Mihic, is on our Board. They also regularly
use MP Maintenance for their window cleaning and power washing needs. We're grateful that DP World 
helps us create opportunities for transitional
work! In fact, throughout the COVID-19
pandemic, DP World contracted Mission
Possible associates to make over 2000 mini
bags of disinfectant wipes every week. These
wipes were used for sanitizing touch points
efficiently and frequently when their crews were
unloading container ships. 

DP World’s generosity towards Mission Possible
and our community allows us to continue
supporting people as they build a sustainable
livelihood through meaningful work. We are
truly thankful for DP World, and are excited to
continue partnering with them at this year's
2021 Mission Possible Gala! This photo was taken pre-COVID.
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